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Abstract. Some results on synchronization and maximality of very pure codes are given. 
1. Introduction 
A very pure code is the base of a submonoid P of a free monoid A* satisfying the 
following condition: 
for all M, v E A* Uv,vUEP*U,vEP. 
The family of very pure codes and of submonoids generated by them has been 
considered by Schiitzenberger in the construction of bases of free Lie algebras and 
in the factorizations of free monoids [ll-13). Further, very pure codes have 
remarkable synchronizing properties [2,7, 81 which are of relevant interest in the 
theory of information transmission. In particular we recall that the class of finite very 
pure codes coincides with the class of codes having bounded synchronization delay. 
This paper is mainly concerned with the properties of synchronization and 
maximality for very pure codes. In Section 3 a brief account of the synchronizing 
properties of very pure codes, generalizing some previously published results, is 
given. In particular it is shown that any very pure code X is synchronizing under the 
hypothesis that ‘X is not dense with respect o X*‘. In Section 4 two different notions 
of maximality for a very pure code are introduced: one with respect o code condition 
and the other with respect o the property of being ‘very pure’. The main result of 
Section 4 states that the two notions are indeed equivalent under the hypothesis that 
the code is nondense. Several corollaries are derived. One in particular, shows that a 
maximal very pure code has to be infinite. 
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The hypothesis of ‘non density’ thus plays an essential role in the results of the 
paper and one can pose the question as to whether there exist very pure codes which 
are dense. In Section 5 some examples of such codes are constructed. These 
examples how in particular the existence of very pure codes which do not have 
synchronizing properties at all. 
2. Definitions and preliminary results 
Let A be a finite alphabet and A* the free monoid generated by A. The elements 
of A will be called letters, the elements of A* words. For any word v E A* and a E A 
we shall denote by Iv1 and Iv In the length of the word v and the number of occurrences 
of the letter a in v respectively. The neutral element (the empty word) of A* will be 
denoted by 1 and A’ = A*\(l) will indicate the free semigroup generated by A. For 
anywordvEA’,v=ara;!- a,, with ai E /?, we shall denote by vR the reversal of v, 
i.e. vR= a, l . . a2a1. 
If X is a subset of A*, X* and X’ will be the submonoid and the subsemigroup 
respectively generated by X A subset X of A’ is a code if the submonoid X* 
generated by X is free and of base X. A classical result of [9] states that a submonoid 
P of A* is free if and only if, for all u E A*, v, w E P, the conditions uv, wu E P imply 
u E p. 
A subset X of A’ is a prefix (sufix) code if no element of X is proper left (right) 
factor of any other element of X X is said to be biprefix if it is prefix and suffix. 
A code X c A’ is said to be very pure if for all u, v E A*, the conditions UV, vu E X* 
imply u, v E X*. The following lemma, giving two necessary and sufficient condi- 
itions under which a subset of A’ is a very pure code, will be useful in the sequel. 
Lemma 1. Let X be a subset of A’. The following three conditions are equivalent: 
(1) X is a very pure code, 
(2) for all u, v E A+uv E X implies vX”u n X* = 0, 
(3) forallu~A”,v~A+uv~XimpliesvX”unxX”=P)forallx~Xwith Ixl>lvl. 
Proof. (l)+(2). Let X be a very pure code and suppose that, for u, v E A’ and for 
f E X*, uv E X and vfu E X*. One has then fuv E X* and vfu E X* that implies, since 
X is very pure, ZJ, fu E X*. Moreover, as uvf E X* and vfu E X*, it follows that 
u, vf E X*. Thus u, v E X* and uv E X, which is absurd because X is a code. 
(2)3(l). Suppose +;at X is not a very pure code. There exist then u, v E A* such 
that uv, vu E X* and u or v do not belong to X*. Factorizing uv in terms of elements 
of X, we can write: 
uv = u’fgvI, vu = gv’u’f fKEX 
where u = u’f, v = gv’, u, v E A+, u’, v’ E X’? The second and third equations how 
that fg E X and gX*f nX* # 0, which contradicts (2). 
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(1) and (2)*(3). If in (3) u, v E A+, (3) is a trivial consequence of (2). If u = 1, then 
2, E X and (3) is verified, otherwise X is not a code in contradiction with (1). 
(3)+(l). If (3) is verified, X is a code, otherwise there exists a word w E X* of 
minimal ength such that w = ~1x2 - - l xk = xix; - 9 - XL with xrt xi E X and lx11 c (xi I. 
Then, setting v = x1 and u =l,onehasUvEXanduX*Unx~Y*#P)withluI<Ix~]in 
contradiction with (3). 
We now prove that X is very pure. If X is not very pure, one easily derives that 
there exist x1, x2, . . . , Xk, xi, x;, . . . , xi E X and f~ A* with IfI < IX; 1 such that 
fX&‘*‘&=x;& --X;f, 
f # 1 because X is a code. One has then 
4 =ff1 and fix; ’ - ’ xg = x1x2 * * - .rk, 
IfI1 a Ix& otherwise (3) is falsified. If Ifi] = 1x11, X is not a code, so If11 > jxrl. We can 
write fi = xlf2 and then 
Xi = (fxdf2, f2d * * ’ &(fxl) = x2 ’ ’ ’ &Xl, 
If21 ajx21, otherwise (3) is falsified. If If21 = 1x21, X is not a code. So If21 > 1x21 and we 
can write fi = x2f3. By iteration we can then obtain a sequence xi, fi, fz, f3, . i . with 
IX: I> IAl ’ lhj > If31 a * l - There exists then a positive integer k such that IrkI is less 
than the minimal length of words of X. (Let us remark that, iffk = 1, X is not a code.) 
We can then write: 
WithUfk=X; and]fk]<] 1, h h x w ic contradicts (3). X is then very pure. 
Let us now recall another definition which we shall use in the sequel. A subset X of 
A* is said to be recagnitabk if X is the union of classes of a congruence of finite index 
defined in A*. 
All otheY undefined notation and terminology can be found in [3]. 
3. Synchronizing properties of very pure codes 
Let X be a code. A pair (u, U) of elements of X* is said to be synchronizing if the 
following implication holds for any f, g E A * : 
fuug E x**fu, vg E X”. 
A code X is said to be synchronizing if it admits a synchronizing pair. 
If 7’ is a subset of A*, a word u E A* is said to be completable in T if u is factor of 
some word of T, i.e. if there exist 21, w E A* such that vuw E 7’. Otherwise u is said to 
be incompletable in T. If T and S are subsets of A*, we say that T is dense with respect 
to S if any word of S is completable in T. If S = A*, we simply say that T is dense. 
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Proposition 1. If X is a synchronizing code, then X is nonderrzse with respect to X*. 
Proof. Let (u, v) be a synchronizing pair of X. If X is dense with respect o X*, there 
exist f, g E A* such that fuvg E X. Since (u, v) is a synchronizing pair, one has also that 
fu, vg E X*, which contradicts the condition that X is a code. 
The main result of this section gives a conve.rse of the above proposition in the case 
of very pure codes. The result is obtained as oi consequence of the following lemma 
w%ch is essentially a reformulation of some results obtained in [2]. 
Lemma 2. Let X be a very pure code. For any ,word u E X”, if u is incompletable inX, 
then (un, u”) is a synchronizing pair of X for all n 3 1~1. 
Proof. Let u be a word of X* incompletable: in X Consider the word v = un with 
n 2 lul. We show that, if f, g E A* is any pair of words such that fvg E X*, then there 
exist vi, 02 E X* such that fvl, v2g E X*. This obviously will imply that (v, v) is a 
synchronizing pair of X. If we consider the factorization of the word w = fug = fu ng E 
X*, in terms of elelments of X, any u in w has to be cut by a parsing line (otherwise 
one would contradict he fact that u is incompletable in X). Since n 2 lul two parsing 
lines of the factorization have to be in the same position inside u. This implies the 
existence of ul, u2 E A* such that 
U = UlU2, fUPUl E x”, (u2uJ E-: x”, u2uqg E ;bil*, 
with p, q 20, r 2 1 and p +q + r + 1 = n. Since X is very pure, u2u1 E X*, so that 
ui, E~EX*. Setting v1 = upuI, v2 = u~u’+~, one has vlv2 = v with vl, v2 E X* and 
fvl, v2g E X”. This concludes the proof. 
As a consequence of the previous lemma, we obtain the following 
Proposition 2. If X is a very pure 
synchronizing. 
code nondense with respect o X”, then X is 
Proof. If X is nond$ense with respect o X*, there exists a word v E X* incomplet- 
able in X. By Lemma 2 there exists then a natural n such that (vn, v”) is a 
synchronizing pair of X. 
The condition that X is nondense with respect o X* is verified in the particularly 
interesting case of recognizable codes, as shown by the following result of de Luca 
[2), reported here without proof. 
Proposition 3. If X is a recognizable code, then X is nondense with respect to X*. 
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As a consequence of Propositions 2 and 3, we obtain anothe; result of de Luca [2]. 
Corollary 1. A recognizable very pure code is synchronizing. 
In the case of recognizable codes, the notion of very pure code is however closely 
related to a stronger synchronization property. Let us give the following definition: A 
code X has a bounded synchronization delay if there exists a positive integer 4 such 
that any pair of elements of X4 is synchronizing. 
In Proposition 1 it is shown that, if a code X admits a synchronizing pair, then at 
least a word of X* which is incompletable in X exists. In the same way, the 
hypothesis that a code X has a bounded synchronization delay implies the stronger 
condition that there exists a positive integer p such that all words of Xp are 
incompletable in X. This condition, denoted by F(p), plays, for codes having 
bounded synchronization delay, the same role as the condition ‘X nondense with 
respect o X*’ for synchronizing codes, in the sense that these hypotheses prevent he 
corresponding synchronization phenomena from occurring inside single code words, 
which would contradict he code condition. 
The relation between very pure codes and codes having a bounded synchro- 
nization delay is given by the following proposition of Restivo [8] which is here 
reported without proof. 
Proposition 4. (a) Every code X having a bounded synchronization delay is very pure 
and satisfies the condition F(p) for some p. 
(b) Every recognizable very pure code X, which satisfies the condition F(p) for some 
p, has a bounded synchronization delay. 
The restrictive hypotheses of (b) are trivially verified when X is finite. We then 
obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 2. Let X be a finite code. X is very pure if and only if X has a bounded 
synchronization delay. 
The results reported in this section show the close relation existing between the 
notion of ‘very pure’ and synchronizing properties. However, we stress that there are 
very pure codes which do not admit synchronizing pairs. In Section 5 we give 
examples of such codes by constructing very pure codes which are dense. 
4. Maximal very pure codes 
Let X be a code in the alphabet A. X is a maximal code if it is no proper subset of 
any other code in the same alphabet, i.e. if, for all v E A*\X, X u {v} is not a code. If X 
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is a very pure code another definition of maximality can be given. A very pure code X 
is maximal as very pure if it is no proper subset of any other very pure code in the 
same alphabet, i.e. if, for all v E A*\X, X u {v} is not a very pure code. 
The aim of this section is to prove that the two different notions of maximality are 
indeed equivalent under a suitable hypothesis. Let us first recall a basic result on 
maximal codes [lo] (see also [3,6]). 
Proposition 5 (Schiitzenberger). Let X be a code. 
(1) If X is a maximal code, then X* is dense. 
(2) If X is nondense and X* is dense, then X is a maximal code. 
The main result of this section is the following 
Plroposition 6. Let X be a very pure code. If X is maximal as very pure, then X* is 
dense. 
Proof. Let us first suppose Card A = 1, i.e. A = {a}. In this case the unique very pure 
code is X = {a} which is obviously maximal as very pure and X* is dense. Let us then 
suppose Card A > 1. We shall prove the proposition by contradiction. If X* is 
nondense, there would exist a word f E A* incompletable in X*. We shall prove that, 
if f’= f2bin, with b E A and b different from the first letter of f, then the set 
Y = X u{f’} is a very pure code. Since f’ is incompletable in X* and f’ is not a 
sesquipower (which is easy to verify) by repeating the proof of (1) in Proposition 5, 
we verify that Y is a code. To prove that Y is very pure, we shall make use of Lemma 
1, showing that, fur all u, v E A’, uv E Y implies v Y*u n Y* = 0. We have to 
distinguish two cases: up = f*b”’ (Case 1) and uv EX (Case 2). 
Caye I. Let us first suppose that lu], Ivl>lfl. One has then u =fll, v =f2b’f’, 
fif2 =A fi, f2c A+. If f2b”‘gfil E Y*, with g E Y*, then f2b”‘gffi E Y*\X* because, 
otherwise, one would contradict he hypothesis that f is incompletable in X? We can 
then write: 
f,b”‘g, = g’fzb”‘h (1) 
with g, g’E Y* and h EX*. If If+lhl, we have a contradiction since I fil< IfI and 
f does not begin with letter b. Then Ifli c lhl. This implies h = h’fi, h'e A*. If 
lh’ialfl, then h’= wf with w E A* and h = wffi which is a contradiction since f is 
incompletable in X*. If Ih’j c 1 fl, then f will begin with the letter b, against the 
hypothesis. 
Let us now consider the case Iv1 G Ifl. We can write u = b’, 16 r s IfI. One has then 
u = f2b1fi-r and 
(2) 
with g, g’E Y* and h E X*. Let us first remark that, if h = 1, (2) becomes: 
b’gf 2 = g'f2br 
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with lfl~~a 1. So that, settingf= h’b’ with hkA* one has 
that implies b’h’ = h’b’. Thus h’ = bk with k 3 0 and f begins with letter 6, which is a 
IhIc2lfl-r. If Ihlslfl- r, then bib’ E X’. Since X is a very pure code, b E X E Y. 
Thus v = b’e X*. Since uvg E Y*, vgu E Y* and vg E Y*, it follows, from 
Schiitzenberger’s theorem [9], being Y* free, that u E Y*. Thus Y n (Y+)‘#p), 
which is absurd because Y is a code. It remains only to consider the case IfI - r < I h I c 
2lf]- r. From (2) one has h = wb”‘-‘, with w E A’ and I WI c Ifl. Eq. (2) becomes 
which implies that f begins with letter b, that is a contradiction. 
To complete the analysis of Case 1, we have to consider, at last, the subcase 1v I > I fl 
andlslz&Ifl.Letusset u=fi,v=f2fb”‘,fif2=f,fi~A’,fi~A*.Onehasthen: 
f2fb”‘gfl = hf2blf’g’ (3) 
with g, g’ E Y* and h E X*. Let us first remark that, if h = 1, one obtains 
f2fl =f1f2, f2=f2fb'f1'=fififib'f1'=f2fif2fi 
sothatfi = b”l’ which is a contradiction since f will begin with letter b. Thus 1 h I 3 1. If 
(3) is verified, one must have Ih I c 1 f fl 2 , since f is incompletable in X*. Let us suppose 
fis lhl< If& We set h =f2h’ with 0~ lh’l< Ifl, so that (3) becomes: 
fblf’gfi = h’f2b’f’g’ . 
Since lh’l< lfl, one has 
f = h’w and wb”‘gfi =f2blf’g’. 
Being Iwl4fL f rom the previous equation one gets that f will begin with letter B, 
which is a contradiction. Let us now suppose I h I c If4 We pose fi = hw, with w E A’, 
and f= w’w, where w’ = fib E A+. From (3) one obtains: 
ww’wb”‘gfi = w’wwtwb’f’gf. 
Thus ww’= w’w and then 
b’f’gfi = w’b”‘g’ 
so that w’ and therefore f will begin with letter b which is absurd. 
Case 2. uv EX Let us suppose that vY*u n Y* # 0. We first show that, if 
g, gk Y* are such that 
vgu = g’ 
then g, g’ E Y*\X*. 
(4) 
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In fact, if both g, g’ E X*, then (4) contradicts the hypothesis that X is very pure. If 
gkX* and g E Y*\X*, then we can write g = hf*b’%’ with h, hk Y* and then, 
from (4), f is completable in X*, which is ‘absurd. Let us suppose, at last, g E X* and 
g’e Y*\X*. We can write g’ = hj%“‘h’, with h, h’E Y”, and (4) becomes 
vgu = hf*b”‘h’ 
from which it follows 
uvglm = uhf*b’“h’v E X*, 
that contradicts the fact that f is incompletable in X*. 
From previous result we can write the words g and g’ as g = hf*b%v and 
g’ = h’f*b’“w with h, h’EX*, w, W’E Y* and write (4) as 
vhf*b”‘wu = h’f*b”lw’. (5) 
Let us first consider the case lvhl> lh’l. If lvhla lh’fl, we can write vh = h’fz, z E A*, 
and uvh = uh’fz which is absurd since f is incompletable in X*. Let us then suppose 
vh=h’fl with l<lf~[clfl. F rom (5) one has fif2b’f’wu =f2blf’w’ that implies 
fi f* = f2blfi’ so that fi = blr,’ which is absurd since f will begin with the letter b. 
kt us now suppose lvhl c h’l. If lh’la Ivhfl, we can write h’ = vhfz, z E A*, which is 
absurd since f is incompletable in X*. If jvhfl > lh’l> lvhl, then h’ = vhf1 with 
o<lfll<lfl so that from (5) one has 
f*b”‘wu = fipb’f’w’, 
that implies f2b’fi’ = fi f * and fi = blf ’ 1 which is absurd since f cannot begin with 
Ietter 6. 
It remains, at last, the case vh = h’, that implies wu = w’. One has then uvh = uh’ E 
X* and, since w, W’E Y* and Y* is free, u E Y’. Thus, since uv E X and vh = h’ E 
Y*, by using again Schiitzenberger’s theorem one derives v E Y’, which is a 
contradiction since Y n ( Y+)* # 0 and Y is a base. 
C~rolkny 3. Let Xbe a nondense very pure code. Xis maximal as very pure if and only 
if it is maximal as code. 
Proof. If X is maximal as code, it is clearly maximal as very pure. Conversely, if X is 
maximal as very pure, by Proposition 6, X* is dense. Since X is nondense, it follows 
from Proposition 5 that X is a maximal code. 
Corollary 4. LetXbe a recognizable code having a bounded synchronization delay. If 
X is maximal as regard to this property, then X is maximal as code. 
Prmf* Since X has a bounded synchronization delay, by Proposition 4, X is very 
pure and satisfies the condition F(p); X is then also non-dense. If X is supposed to be 
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nonmaximal as code, then X* cannot be dense (by Proposition 5). Thus, if f~ A* is 
incompletable in X*, then, according to the proof of Proposition 6, Y = X u !f*b”‘} 
is very pure, recognizable and verifies the condition F(p), so that, by making use of 
Proposition 4, Y has a bounded synchronization delay, which is a contradiction. 
Corollary 5. If Xis a finite very pure code, different from the alphabet A, then X is not 
maximal as very pure. 
Proof. If X is a finite very pure code, then it is not maximal as code. In fact, 
otherwise, being X finite, for any a E A, there would exist a positive integer n such 
that a n E X+. Since X is very pure, this would imply a E X and then A = X, which has 
been excluded. ‘Thus, by using Corollary 3, it follows that X cannot be maximal as 
very pure. 
Corollary 6. Let X be a very pure code. Xis maximal as very pure and nondense if and 
only if there exists a word u E X* such that uA* n A% G X*. .-. 
Proof. To prove the sufficiency we note that uA*u c uA* nA*u, so that uA*u s 
X* and X’ is dense. Moreover, since X is a code, the pair (u, u) is a synchronizing 
pair of X so that, by Proposition 1, X cannot be dense. Thus, by Proposition 5, X is 
maximal as code and then, by Corollary 3, X is maximal as very pure. To prove the 
necessity, we note that if X is maximal as very pure, by previous results, X* is dense. 
X nondense and X* dense imply that X is nondense in X* and then, since X is very 
pure, it follows from Proposition 2 that X is synchronizing. There exists then a word 
u E X* such that uA*u CX *. Moreover one has uA* nA*u c X*. In fact let 
v E uA* nA*u. One has v = uh = h’u with h, hkA* and uv = uh’u EX”, vu = 
uhu E X*. As X* is free, v E X*. 
5. Dense very pure codes 
The proofs of many res&s of previous sections make use of the essential 
hypothesis that the code X is nondense. In a natural way arises then the question 
whether there exist very pure codes which are dense. 
In this section some examples of dense very pure codes are given. A first example is 
given by a Dyck’s language. A more sophisticated example is constructed by making 
use of combinatorial properties of palindrome words. 
LexA=(aI,bl;a2,b2;...; a,,, b,} be an alphabet of 2n letters and consider the 
Thue i)elations aibi - 1 (i = 1,2, . . . , n). Denoting by = the congruence in A* 
generated by these relations, be Dn the set of words of A* which are congruent o 1. 
D,,, usually called the restricted Dyck’s language [I.], is a free submonoid of A”, the 
base of which is the set A, of prime Dyck’s words (a Dyck’s word is prime if it cannot 
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be written as the product of two or more nonempty Dyck’s words). It is well known 
that A, is a biprefix code. Moreover any element fr A+ belongs to A,, if and only if it 
can be written as f = aigbi with ai, bi E A and g E 0,. One can easily derive that, if u is 
a proper prefix (resp. suffix) off = a& E A,, 1~1~~ > luIbi (resp. lu],, < jrflbi) and for all 
ai f &9 lULi~!Ulbj (resp. lUla,C l”16j>* 
propositions 7. 4, is a very pure code. 
Proof. The proof makes use of condition (2) of Lemma 1. Let u, v E A’ such that 
UZJ E A,, The word uv can then be written as uv = a&. Thus ]ulai > lu Ibi. If one 
supposes that vf’&u n Dn Z 10, then there exist dl, d2 E 13, for which vdlu = dz. Since 
u is a proper right factor of d2 and d2 can be expressed as a product of elements of A,, 
it follows that ]u]~, G 114 lbir which is a contradiction. 
Propoeition 8. A, is dense with respect to 0,. 
Woof. If g E D,, for all ai E A, aigbi E A,,. 
Proposition 9. Al is dense. 
Proof. Let A = {a, 6) and f a word of A*. By successive applications of Thue 
relations one shows that f = b “‘a n for suitable m, n 2 0. This implies a “fb n E Dr and 
then, by Proposition 8, p is completable in Al. 
Let us remark that, when n 32, A, is not dense. In fact the word ala2b1 is 
incompletable in A,,. 
To give the next example, we first introduce some definitions and state prop- 
ositions which we shall utilize in the sequel. Let 
P={uu”lu~A+} 
be the set of palindromes of even length. Let P* be the submonoid generated by P 
and let l7 be the minimal generating set of P *. fl is the set of prime palindromes (a 
palindrome of even length is prime if it cannot be written as the product of two or 
more palindromes of even length). The proof of the following proposition c;:!r be 
found in [5]. 
Proposition 10. 17 is a biprefix code. 
Proposition 11. II is dense if and only if Card A > 1. 
Proof. Suppose Card A > 1. We prove that any word f~ A* is completable in l7. 
This is trivially true if f = 1. Jff# 1, we can write f = au with a E A and u CA”. Let 
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b E A\(a) and consider the word 
W 
= ~b21fl+lgUURQb21f1+1Q 
= (ab2’f’+1aU)(Clb2’fi+1~u)R E P. 
f is clearly completable in w. It remains to prove that w is prime. Since n is biprefix, 
we have to show that all proper left factors of w of even length are not palindrome. In 
fact: 
(i) all proper left factors of &2’f’+1~ are not palindrome, 
(ii) ab 21f’+1a is a palindrome, but of odd length, 
(iii) all left factors of a15~“‘+l auuRa: 
luuRl = 21fl- 2, 
are not palindrome because (i), (ii) and 
(iv) all left factors of the form &2’f’+1 auuRabk are not clearly palindrome. 
It follows that w E n. 
Conversely, if Card A = 1, then Ii? = {au} and I7 is clearly nondense. 
Let us remark that n is a dense and biprefix code, but it is not very pure. In fact, for 
all u E A+, uuR, uRu E lI*; if n is very pure, one has that u, uRc IZ* then P = A*, 
which is a contradiction. 
Assume now Card A Z= 2 and let us consider the set: 
C = {~2’U’~~Rb2’U’ 1 a # b and uuR E n). 
Proposition 12. C is a biprefix code. 
Proof. We prove that 2 is a prefix code. The proof that C is a suffix code is obtained 
in a symmetric way. Let us suppose that C is not a prefix code. There exist then uuR, 
utlR E n and fe A’ such that: 
One has lul> 1~1 and then 
a2(lh-bi)UUR~21~l = VVRpl~l~_ 
Since vvx is a prime palindrome of even length, vvR = au and then Iv1 = 1. We can 
write 
a ~(l+~)UUR~4~l = &,bf 
with lul> 1. One has then 
a 21~l-4UU9pl = bbf. 
If I u I> 2, the above equation gives rise to a contradiction since the first term begins 
with the letter a and the second term with the letter 6. If lul= 2, one has 
UU~~~‘~’ = bbf 
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with IfI = 6. Since uuR is a prime palindrome, one has that uuR = bb and then lul = 1, 
which is a contradiction. 
Proposition 13. C is dense. 
proof, It is an immediate consequence of Proposition 8. 
Proposition 14. C is a very pure code. 
Proof. The proof makes use of Lemma 1. Let fg E 2, with f~ A* and g E A+. We 
prove that 
gx*f A XC” = 0 (6) 
for all x EC with Ixl> lgl. 
lif f = 1, condition (6) is verified since C is a code. Consider f f 1 and suppose that 
(6) is not verified. One has 
fga ghf = xh’, h, h’EX*,xO, lgl c Id* 
tit fg = a2’u’uuRb2’u’e Itisclearthat2)u~<Ifl<4)u~.Infact,if l ls2lul,thelastletter 
of ghf would be a, and, if IfI 3 41~1, the first letter of ghf would be b. Moreover 
IfI f 31~1, i.e. f f a 2’u’u, otherwise the first and the last letter of ghf would be the 
same, which is a contradiction. We have to consider only two cases: 
Case 1. f = a2”“uuI, g = u2b2’u’ with ulu2 = uR and ~1, u2 # 1. 
Case 2. f = a2’U’ulr g = u2uRb2’u’ with ulu2 = u and ~1, u2 # 1. 
In Case 1, setting x = a2’“‘vvRb2’u’, the equation ghf = xh’ becomes: 
(7) 
By hypothesis lgl c 1x1 and then 
lgl = lu2l+21u) = +X21+ 2lu1l< 1x1= 61vl. 
From (7) it follows that lu2ls 212~1 because, otherwise, simplifying at left the factor 
u2 = al”21 in both terms of (7), one obtains an equation in which the first term begins 
with lettler b and the second term with the letter a. It follows then 
which is a contradiction. 
In Case 2, the equation ghf = xh’ becomes: 
U2U;U~b2’@‘ha*‘u’ul = a*‘U’vvRb*‘U’hr_ (8) 
By hypothesis lgl< 1x1 and then 
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From (8) we deduce that ~1 ends with the factor bb, i.e. u1 = zbb, with z E A*. Eq. (8) 
becomes: 
From (9) it follows that lu& 12 21211 because, otherwise, simplifying at left the factor 
u& = a 44 ? m both terms of (9), one obtains an equation in which the first term 
begins with the letter b and the second term begins with the letter u. Moreover 
Iu&[ ~41211 because, otherwise, one has 2(u2l341~1 and then 
lgl = 3~u1~+‘+2~ 3 3lu11+ 8lVl -Id 
which is a contradiction. 
u& is then a proper left factor of Q~‘“’ 
2blvvR 
IHI~, i.e. there exists a word y E A’ such that 
u&y = a Since u~u:, .21”l trvR E lI* and l7 is a biprefix code, one has that 
y E n*. y cannot be apzoper right factor of vvR because vvR E Z7 and II is biprefix. As 
previously proved, lu&I 321211, then one has that u& = Q~‘“‘. Eq. (9) becomes: 
bbtRb21”lha21”lu 
1 z vvRb21ulhr_ (10) 
Since VV~E ZI and bb E l7, it follows from (10) that f~? - 66 and then lull = (rbb( 2 
214 = 214. Thus: 
Igl= 31~11 ++&I a lolvl 
which is a contradiction. This concludes the proof. 
2 and d 1 are examples of very pure codes which are dense. However one can verify 
that they are not maximal as very pure. 
A problem still open is whether there exists a very pure code which is maximal as 
very pure and not as code. From Proposition 6 this code has to be necessarily dense. 
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